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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit. On the basis of the output of the show
spanning- tree inconsistentports command, which statement about
interfaces FastEthernet 0/1 and FastEthernet 0/2 is true?
A. They have been configured with the spanning-tree bpdufilter

disable command.
B. They have been
command.
C. They have been
enable command.
D. They have been
disable command.
E. They have been
enable command.
F. They have been
command.
Answer: B

configured with the spanning-tree guard root
configured with the spanning-tree bpduguard
configured with the spanning-tree bpduguard
configured with the spanning-tree bpdufilter
configured with the spanning-tree guard loop

NEW QUESTION: 2
What technology is used by Dell EMC Unity Snapshots?
A. Copy on First Write, which requires no storage resource is
needed to create a Snapshot, writes are
copied pool.
B. Redirect on White, which requires no storage resource to
create a Snapshot, writes are redirected on
parent pool.
C. redirect on Write, which requires a storage reserved to hold
original data that changed to preserve the
point-in-time view.
D. Copy on First Write, which requires a storage resource
reserved to hold original data that changed to
preserve the point-in-time view.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which DLP Agent task is unique to the Symantec Management
Platform and is unavailable through the Enforce console?
A. Restart agent
B. Set log level
C. Pull agent logs
D. Change Endpoint server
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
The Filters and Histograms feature in Analyst's Notebook allows
the user to do all of the following EXCEPT for the ability to:
A. view the data in different ways while at the same time
changing the underlying data.
B. drill-down into the data to do more in depth analysis.
C. use analysis attributes for analyzing data.
D. isolate data based on filters or histograms selected.
Answer: A
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